
Practises in Telephone Transmission

Maintenance Work 1

By W. H. HARDEN

Synopsis: This paper describes the practical applications of transmission
maintenance methods in a telephone system. The methods applicable to

toll circuits of various types are first discussed, information being included

in this connection on the maintenance of the amplifier circuits involved in

telephone repeaters and carrier. Testing methods applicable to the local

or exchange area plant are next described, the description including both
manual and machine switching systems. The results accomplished in

toll and local tran.-' sion maintenance work are considered from the

standpoint of the ki. if trouble which can be eliminated and the effect

which these troubles \'e on service.

The n thods described in the main body of the paper relate particularly

to tesl volume efficiency. Certain other transmission maintenance
testing ods directly associated with volume efficiency tests are briefly

descrit i Appendix A of the paper.

IT is the purpose of this paper to present a general picture of the

practical applications of methods of measuring transmission

efficiency in the Bell System which have been developed by study

and experience under plant operating conditions. The rapid growth

of the telephone industry has made it necessary that these methods

be such as to allow them to be applied on a large scale in a sys-

tematic and economical manner thereby providing for a quick

periodic check of the efficiency of the various types of circuits as

they are used in service.

Transmission maintenance can be broadly defined as that mainten-

ance work which is directed primarily towards insuring that the talking

efficiencies of the telephone circuits are those for which the circuits are

designed. There are, of course, many elements which affect the talking

efficiency and various d-c. and a-c. tests are available for checking the

electrical characteristics of circuits and equipment to insure that these

characteristics are being maintained in accordance with the proper

standards. In the final analysis, however, an overall test of the trans-

mission efficiency of the circuit in the condition it is used in service

will show at once whether it is giving the loss, or in the case of ampli-

fier circuits, the gain which it should give. Transmission tests,

therefore, offer a means whereby many of the electrical characteristics

of circuits can be quickly and accurately checked.

In referring to transmission testing apparatus in this paper, four

standard types described in previous papers are involved. The first

three types listed below were described by Best and the fourth by

'Pap?r presented at the Pacifi: Coast Convention, A. T. E. E., October, 1924;

abstracted in the Jmmal, A. I. E. E., Vol. 43, p. 1124, 1924.
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Clark. 2 Reference in these papers was also made to the standard
oscillators used in supplying the measuring currents for the sets.

1

—

A Transmission Measuring Set. This is an "ear balance"
portable set suitable for loop transmission testing only and designed
primarily for testing equipment and circuits in the smaller central

offices.

3

—

A Transmission Measuring Set. This is a "meter balance"
portable set suitable for both loop and straightaway transmission

testing and designed primarily for testing circuits and equipment
in the larger central offices. 2

4

—

A Transmission Measuring Set. This a "meter balance" set

suitable for both loop and straightaway transmissir esting and
designed for permanent installation at the larger toll c ; primarily

for testing toll circuits.

2

—

A Gain Set. This is a "meter balance" set designed ior measur-
ing amplifier gains.

Certain other testing methods in addition to volume efficiency

tests are also extensively used in transmission maintenance work
and some of the more important of these are briefly discussed in

Appendix A of this paper.

Since the routine procedures in testing toll circuits using the above
apparatus differ considerably from those followed in the local or

exchange area plant, the toll and local practices have been considered

separately in the following discussions:

Transmission Tests on Toll Circuits

The importance of having available means for quickly checking

the transmission efficiency of toll circuits and of economically main-
taining the proper standard of transmission is evident when it is

considered that in a plant such as that operated by the Bell System
there arc at the present time more than 20,000 toll circuits in service.

The circuits making up this system are of various types and con-

struction, depending on the service requirements and length, and
also upon certain other factors determined by engineering and
economical design considerations.

From the standpoint of maintaining transmission efficiency between
toll offices, the various types of toll circuits can be divided into three

general classes: one, non-repeatered circuits, two, circuits equipped
5 F. H. Best, "Measuring .Methods for Maintaining the Transmission Efficiency

of Telephone Circuits," Journal of the A. I. E. E., February, 1924. A. B. Clark,
"Telephone Transmission over Long Cable Circuits," Journal of the A. I. E. E.,
January, 1923.
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with telephone repeaters and three, circuits equipped for carrier

operation. The latter two classes are alike in many respects as far as

the maintenance methods are concerned and both require somewhat

more attention than the circuits not equipped with amplifying

apparatus. The length and number of repeaters involved are also

important factors which must be taken account of in tandem repeater

and carrier circuit maintenance. Very long tandem repeater circuits

Fig. 1—Illustration of 4-A Transmission Measuring Set and 4-B Oscillator Installed

in a Toll Test Room

such, for example, as the long toll cable circuits described by Clark2

require special maintenance procedures similar in many respects to

those required in carrier maintenance.

The 4-A type of transmission measuring set generally used for

testing toll circuits may be considered as a toll transmission test

desk. Fig. 1 shows a picture of one of the latest models together

with an oscillator for supplying the measuring current, installed at

a toll office for use in routine testing. The set is provided with

trunks to both the toll testboard and toll switchboard, and also

with call circuits to toll operators' positions for use in ordering up

circuits for test. The electrical measuring circuit is designed so that

tests may be made on two toll circuits looped at the distant end, or

straightaway on one toll circuit the distant terminal of which termi-
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nates in an office also equipped with a transmission measuring set

of the same type.

To illustrate the application of this toll transmission test desk,

Fig. 2 shows schematically an arrangement of four toll offices having

circuits between them of the three general classes—non-repeatered,

rcpeatered and carrier. Offices A and D are equipped with trans-

mission measuring sets of the type shown in Fig. 1. A logical testing

Toll Office A Toll Office B

Non-repeatered Circuits

Toll Office C

"dcpnoro
Repeater

Telephoneelephono
Pepeater

Carro
Repeater

Ocurt with
.e^elephooe Pepeater

Carrier
Telephone Circuits

Repeate

o
Repealer

Toll Office D

-s-

Fig. 2—Schematic Diagram of Typical Toll Circuit Layout to Illustrate General
Method of Testing Non- Rcpeatered, Repeatered and Carrier Circuits

procedure for the arrangement in Fig. 2 is for offices A and D to test the

non-repeatered circuits 1 to 4 and 10 to 13 by having them looped

two at a time at the distant terminal offices B and C. By "triangu-

lation measurements" on any three circuits in each group, the equiv-

alent of each individual circuit can be readily computed.

For the circuits 5 to 9 extending between offices A and D equipped

with telephone repeaters or carrier, straightaway measurements

can be made in each direction with the two transmission measuring

sets provided. Loop tests could, of course, also be made on the

circuits from either office A or D, but this would require cutting
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the telephone repeaters out of one circuit or having available a non-

repcatered or non-carrier circuit, since the gains of the repeaters in

the two directions introduce variable factors in the overall equivalents

which do not permit triangulation computations to be made. The

overall tests on the carrier circuits do not differ in any way from

the tests on repeatered or non-repeatercd circuits, each carrier channel

being tested as a separate circuit through the switchboards. The

TRANSMISSION MEASURING SETS
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Fig. 3—Map Showing Locations in Bell System of Permanent Transmission

Measuring Sets

measuring current is modulated and demodulated in the same manner

as voice currents under regular operating conditions and the measured

equivalent, therefore, indicates the overall transmission efficiency.

The map of Fig. 3 shows the locations in the Bell System of trans-

mission measuring sets of the general type described above. At a

number of the larger toll centers, such as New York and Chicago,

where the number of toll circuits to be tested require it, several trans-

mission measuring sets are installed. There are now in operation

between 40 and 50 of these sets, making it possible to test all of the

longer and more important toll routes in the system. The shorter

toll circuits radiating out from the large toll centers are also tested

with these same sets. At the smaller offices where fixed transmission

measuring sets are not warranted, the toll circuits which cannot be

picked up by the larger offices are tested by portable transmission
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measuring sets of the 1-A or 3-A types in connection with other main-

tenance work.

One very essential requirement in carrying on a systematic testing

program is to have records of the detailed makeup of the toll circuits

which give both the circuit layouts and the equipment associated with

the circuits. Such a record is valuable, not only in giving the main-

tenance forces a picture of the circuits and equipment which they are
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Fig. 4—Sample of a Toll Circuit Layout Record Card

testing, but it also furnishes a means for establishing the transmission

standards to which they should work. When transmission tests indi-

cate trouble, this record becomes of particular service in locating and

clearing the cause.

Fig. 4 shows a sample of the type of toll circuit layout record card

which has proven very satisfactory and is now generally used in the Bell

System.

Telephone Repeater and Carrier Maintenance. Voice frequency

telephone repeaters were discussed in a paper by Messrs. Gherardi

and Jewett3 and carrier systems in a paper by Messrs. Colpitts and

Blackwell.4 The various arrangements of amplifiers to provide for

telephone repeater and for carrier operation as described in these

papers make up integral parts of toll circuits and introduce elements

3 Gherardi and Jewett, "Telephone Repeaters," Transactions of A. I. E. E.,

1919, Vol. XXVIII, part 2, pps. 1287 to 1345.

4 Colpitts and Blackwell, "Carrier Current Telephony and Telegraphy," Trans-

actions of A.I. E. E., 1921, Vol. XL, pps. 205 to 300.
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in the circuits which have to be given particular local attention in

maintaining the overall transmission efficiency. Since both tele-

phone repeaters and carrier employ the same types of vacuum tubes

with very similar arrangements for power supply, the maintenance

requirements for the two are much the same. The chief items to

be observed in both carrier and repeater maintenance are that the

gains specified to give a desired overall transmission equivalent be

Potentiometer

- -a-^-*-* Battery

) Filament Current and Voltage

I Plate Current and Voltage

I Grid Voltage and Poling

I Vacuum Tube Activity Tests

©Gain Tests (Working Potentiometer Steps)

® 21 -Circuit Balance Tests.

©Potentiometer Step-Gain Tests
©Gam Frequency Tests

Fig. 5—Schematic Diagram of a 22-Type Telephone Repeater Showing Important
Local Transmission Maintenance Tests

kept as constant as possible, that these gains remain fairly uniform

within the range of frequencies involved, and that conditions do not

exist which will disturb the overall balance between the circuits

and networks sufficiently to cause poor quality of transmission.

Considering telephone repeater maintenance, Fig. 5 shows a sche-

matic diagram of a 22 type repeater and indicates the important

tests which are made locally to insure that the apparatus is function-

ing in a satisfactory manner as a part of a toll circuit. The numbers

applied to the different tests listed in the figure show approximately

the points in the repeater circuit at which the tests are made, the

purposes of the tests being evident from their names.

When carrier operation is applied to toll circuits, an additional

transmission system is introduced involving the use of currents of

higher frequencies than those in the voice range. From a main-
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tenance standpoint this means that certain additional testing methods
must be employed which will insure the proper generation and trans-

mission of the carrier currents and that the modulation and de-

modulation of the voice frequency currents is accomplished without

distortion or excess loss in overall transmission.

To give a general picture of the more important features involved

in the transmission maintenance of carrier systems, Fig. 6 shows a

schematic diagram of a carrier layout having one carrier repeater.

The particular arrangement shown is for the type B system described

by Messrs. Colpitts and Blackwell,4 although the same general main-

tenance considerations apply to any of the present systems. It will

be noted that three series of tests are required, one for the carrier

repeaters, one for the carrier terminals and one for the system as a

whole. The nature of these various tests and the approximate points

in the carrier system where they are applied will be evident from the

names and numbers used in the figure.

For both telephone repeaters and carrier systems, provision is

made in the regular testing equipment so that the tests can be very

quickly applied both as a routine proposition and also when required

for trouble location.

Transmission Tests on Exchange Area Circuits

The transmission conditions in the exchange area plant are im-

portant not only from the standpoint of insuring good local service

but also to insure good toll service, since the local plant forms the

terminals of toll connections. The exchange or local plant offers a

somewhat different transmission maintenance problem than the toll

plant, particularly with respect to the routine testing procedures

which must be followed to insure satisfactory transmission. This

will be evident when it is considered that in each city and town a

complete telephone system is in operation which involves the use of

a large number of circuits of various types. There are also in use

three general types of telephone switching equipments; manual,

panel machine switching, and step-by-step machine switching, and
in certain cities combinations of these equipments. It is estimated

that at the present time in the Bell System there are in the neighbor-

hood of two and one-half million exchange area circuits, exclusive of

subscribers' lines, involving equipment other than contacts and
wiring which may directly affect the transmission of speech.

The general classes of exchange area circuits in both manual and
machine switching offices, important from a transmission maintenance
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standpoint, are listed in Table I. The operating features of manual

telephone systems are generally well known as are also the features

of step-by-step machine switching systems, both having been in use

for many years. The panel machine switching system which is a

relatively recent development was described in a paper by Messrs.

Craft, Morehouse and Charlesworth. 5

TABLE I

Classification of Circuits in the Exchange Area Plant Important from a Transmission

Maintenance Standpoint

Manual Offices

Local
Switchboards

P. B. X.
Switchboards

Toll

Switchboards
Toll

Testboards

Cord circuits

Operators'
circuits

Trunk circuits

Cord circuits

Operators'
circuits

Trunk circuits

Cord circuits

Operators'
circuits

Trunk circuits

Composite set

circuits

Composite ringer

circuits

Phantom & sim-
plex circuits

Miscl. circuits Miscl. circuits Miscl. circuits Miscl. circuits

Subscribers' loops and sets

Operators' telephone sets

Machine Switching Offices

Panel

District selectors

Incoming selectors

Trunk circuits

Miscl. circuits

Step by Step

Connectors
Toll selectors

Trunk circuits

Miscl. circuits

Subscribers' loops and sets

Operators' telephone sets for

Special service positions

General classes of exchange area circuits involving equipment

other-than contacts and wiring which affect telephone trans-
•'' mission.

While it may appear at first hand from the above discussion that

transmission testing in the exchange plant is a complicated and

expensive matter, this has not proven to be the case. It has been

found by experience that the systematic use of transmission measur-

ing sets, following the testing methods which have been developed

provides a means for periodically checking transmission conditions

with a relatively small amount of testing apparatus and with a small

maintenance force. All of the transmission circuits exclusive of sub-

scribers' lines in a 10,000-line central office, either manual or machine

switching, can, for example, be completely tested by two men in a

5 Craft, Morehouse and Charlesworth, "Machine Switching Telephone System

for Large Metropolitan Areas," Journal of the A. I. E. E., April, 1923.
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period of from two to four weeks, (five and one-half 8-hour days per

week assumed) any trouble found being cleared as the testing work
is done. The maintenance of the subscribers' lines is not included

in this work since it is taken care of by other methods as outlined

later.

In order to give a general picture of the application of transmission

testing in the exchange telephone plant, a brief discussion of the

methods employed in both manual and machine switching systems

is given below. In either system the loop method of testing proves

Fig. 7—Illustration of a 3-A Transmission Measuring Set Being Operated in a
Manual Office

most satisfactory, that is, one measuring set is used and where both

terminals of a circuit are available as in cord circuits, a loop test

through the circuit is made. In testing trunk circuits two trunks

are looped together at their distant terminals and a measurement

made on the two combined.

Transmission Tests on Manual Exchange Area Circuits. In central

office, P. B. X. and toll switchboards, the cord circuits and associated

operators' circuits arc tested by using a portable transmission measur-

ing set, moving this along the boards as required to pick up the cords.

Fig. 7 shows a 3-A transmission measuring set being operated at an
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.1 switchboard position. The cords arc picked up and plugged directly

into the set as shown and measurements made of the loss of both the

cord and operator's circuits. Trunk circuit tests are made at the

switchboards in the same manner as previously described for loop

transmission tests on toll circuits, portable measuring sets such as

shown in Fig. 7 generally being employed for this work. Operators'

sets are inspected periodically and transmitter and receiver efficiency

testing methods are under field trial which provide a means for test-

ing these instruments in central offices. The miscellaneous trans-

mission circuits in an office are tested at the points wrhere they can

be most conveniently picked up. The tests on toll test board circuits

are made at this board and involve chiefly loop tests on the equip-

ment associated with the toll circuits in the office and tests on the toll

line circuits between the toll testboard and toll switchboard.

Transmission Tests on Machine Switching Circuits. The transmis-

sion circuits in panel machine switching systems are identical to those

in manual systems, while these circuits in step-by-step systems are

of a different design but essentially the same as far as transmission

losses are concerned. Transmission tests on machine switching cir-

cuits are similar to those on manual circuits but involve special methods

for picking up the circuits and holding them while the measurements

are made. The standard types of transmission measuring sets are

used in this work in conjunction with the regular testing equip-

ment provided in the machine switching offices and the methods

which have been developed offer a quick and convenient means for

making the tests. In manual offices the circuits terminate in jacks

or plugs at switchboards where they are readily accessible. In ma-

chine switching systems, provision is made for terminating the circuits

in jacks at test desks or frames where they can be picked up by

patching cords and tested as conveniently as the corresponding types

of circuits in manual offices. Machine switching systems offer an

important advantage in transmission testing work, particularly in

trunk testing, in that the circuits to be tested can be looped auto-

matically by the use of dials or selector test sets, thereby doing away

with the necessity for having someone at the distant office complete

the loops manually.

In panel machine switching offices the circuits invoking trans-

mission equipment corresponding to cord circuits are the "district"

and "incoming" selectors. These are tested by setting up the trans-

mission measuring set at the district or incoming frames and connect-

ing the set to the test jacks associated with the circuits. Tests on

trunks between manual and panel machine switching offices where
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both systems are in operation in the same exchange area are generally

made from the manual office, the loops being dialed from the A
switchboard, while trunks between two machine switching offices

are tested from the outgoing end of the trunks.

Fig. 8 shows a 3-A transmission measuring set as used in a machine

switching office ready for making tests on district selectors. To

Fig. 8—Illustration of a 3-A Transmission Measuring Set, Set up in a Panel Machine
Switching Office for Testing District Selectors

illustrate the general method of testing panel machine switching

circuits, the upper diagram of Fig. 9 shows the schematic arrange-

ment for measuring trunks between two panel machine switching

offices. The transmission measuring set is located at office A, and

connection made to the outgoing end of the trunks to office B through

the test jacks at the trouble desk. A standard selector test set used
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in local maintenance work and a high impedance holding coil are

also connected to the trunks through the measuring set, these being

used to establish the loop and hold this loop while the tests are made.

At office B two spare multiple circuits are cross-connected at the mam

distributing frame. Any two trunks in the group can then be auto-

Off ice A
Office B

(o] Apparatus in Transmission Circuit.

(0 Arranqement showing method of making overall Transmission Tests

on Trunks between Two Panel Machine Switching Offices

Office A

Dialing

sr.d Hc'c n
Set

If
Irans Meas Sel

5«

is
£3

Trunks Incoming To Office B

[o) Apparatus m Transmission Circuit

Office B

Second Third
Selector Selector Connector MDF

en—

1

.IP

H3:

Apparatus in Transmission Circuit.

(2) Arranqement showing method of making overall Transmission Tests

on Trunks between Two Step by Step Machine Switching Offices.

pi„ 9—Schematic Diagrams Showing Methods of Making Transmission Tests on

(A) Trunks Between Panel Machine Switching Offices and (B) Between Step by

Step Machine Switching Offices

matically looped together at office B by the use of the selector test

set which functions to connect the trunks to the two spare multiple

circuits previously cross-connected at office B.

In step-by-step machine switching offices the circuits involving

transmission equipment corresponding to cord circuits are the con-

nectors. Each connector is provided with a test jack through which

connection can be made to a transmission measuring set and the
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loop completed over a test trunk by dialing. Local selectors do not
contain any equipment other than contacts and wiring in the trans-

mission circuits but these can be tested in the same manner as con-

nectors if it is desired to check the wiping contacts and wiring. Toll

selectors which involve equipment in the transmission circuit can
also be tested in the same manner as connectors. Trunks between
manual and machine switching offices can be most conveniently

tested from the manual office, the trunk loops being established

directly by dialing.

To illustrate the general method of testing step-by-step machine
switching circuits, the lower diagram of Fig. 9 shows the schematic

circuit arrangement for testing trunks between two machine switching

offices. The transmission measuring set is located at office A in a

position so that it can be patched to the outgoing trunk repeater test

jacks and an arrangement for dialing and holding is connected to the

trunks through the measuring set. At office B the apparatus in one

trunk is disconnected and this trunk used as a test trunk by cross-

connecting it at the main distributing frame to a spare subscriber's

multiple terminal. All trunks in the group can then be tested by
dialing over them, from office A, the number of this spare terminal

at office B which automatically loops them back over the test trunk.

Maintenance of Subscribers' Lines and Stations. The circuits

making up subscribers' lines from switchboard to instruments con-

sist simply of pairs of conductors, almost always in cable, with the

necessary protective devices. These can be checked by certain

d-c. tests described in a recent paper/' Equipment is also provided

in local test boards for use in making talking transmission tests be-

tween the station and the test boards. Accurate machine methods

for determining the efficiency of transmitters and receivers have

been developed for testing new instruments and instruments returned

from service.

General Scheme of Testing Exchange Area Circuits. The plan

being followed in the Bell System for systematically checking the

transmission conditions of exchange area circuits is to have all offices

tested periodically by men equipped with portable transmission

measuring sets who travel from office to office. It has been found

by experience that after an office has once been tested and any trans-

mission troubles eliminated, it is only necessary thereafter to make
transmission tests at infrequent intervals, these subsequent tests

serving primarily as a check on the local maintenance conditions.

6 W. H. Harden, "Electrical Tests and Their Applications in the Maintenance
of Telephone Transmission," Bell System Technical Journal, July, 1924.
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With a testing plan of this kind large areas can he covered by a small

traveling force with a small amount of testing equipment. This

results in a very economical transmission testing program while at

the same lime insuring that transmission conditions are maintained

satisfactorily.

Fig. 10 shows a typical transmission testing team layout. The

team is equipped with an automobile which proves an economical

means of transportation between offices and exchange areas and

Kijj. 10— Illustration cf a Typical Transmission Testing Team Layout

provides a convenient method for carrying the testing equipment.

During transportation this equipment is packed in padded trunks

which insures against injury. In this particular case the equipment

includes, in addition to transmission testing sets and oscillators, other

apparatus such as a wheatstone bridge, crosstalk set and noise measur-

ing set so that other maintenance work may be done in connection

with transmission testing whenever this is desired.

Results Accomplished

The results accomplished in transmission maintenance work can

best be appreciated by considering the kinds of troubles which ad-

versely affect transmission and which can be detected and eliminated

by routine testing methods. Consideration is first given to the general

causes of troubles which are detrimental to both toll and local trans-
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mission, and later the features in this connection more particularly

identified with telephone repeaters and carrier systems are discussed.

The different classes of circuits given in Table I are made up of

various combinations of the following individual parts:

Repeating Coils Plugs

Retardation Coils Jacks

Relays Keys
Condensers Heat Coils

Resistances Carbons
Auto-Transformers Wiring

f
Switchboard to M. D. F.

Induction Coils i Cross-connection

Loading Coils [ Outside

Cords Transmitters
Receivers

The above parts are combined in various ways to make up the com-

plete operating circuits such as cord circuits, operators' circuits,

trunk circuits, etc. Each complete circuit causes a definite normal

loss to telephone transmission which must be taken account of in

designing the plant to meet the various service requirements. If,

however, any of the parts used are defective, if the wrong combina-

tions of parts are used, or if the installation work is not correctly

done, excess transmission losses will result which may very seriously

affect the transmission when the particular circuits involved are

employed in an overall connection.

Classification of Common Types of Troubles. An analysis of a

large amount of transmission testing data has made it possible to

develop a definite trouble classification which is particularly helpful

in transmission maintenance work and which permits the most

efficient use of the results in eliminating transmission troubles. Ex-

perience has shown that the troubles found can be divided into two

general classes, A—troubles which can be detected either by simple

d-c. or a-c. tests in connection with the regular day-by-day main-

tenance work or by transmission measuring sets, and B—troubles

which can be detected most readily by transmission measuring sets.

The most important troubles in the above classes are as follows

:

Class A Class B

Opens Electrical Defects
Grounds Incorrect Wiring
Crosses Wrong Type of Equipment
Cutouts Missing Equipment

High Resistance
Low Insulation

If, in making transmission tests in a central office, a high per-

centage of Class A troubles is found the remedy is generally to instigate
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more rigid local maintenance routines paying particular attention to

the type of circuits in which the troubles are located. The per-

centage of Class B troubles is not as a rule as high as the Class A
troubles and experience has shown that when Class B troubles are

once eliminated by transmission testing methods only infrequent

subsequent tests are required to take care of any additional troubles

of this class which may get into the plant.

In determining what constitutes an excess loss, the value of the

transmission as well as the practical design and manufacturing con-

siderations to meet operating limits are taken account of. An excess

gain is also considered as a trouble on circuits equipped with ampli-

fiers, since this may produce poor quality of transmission which is

likely to be more detrimental to service than an excess loss. The

value of transmission based on economical design considerations

varies, depending on the first cost and annual charge of the particular

types of circuits involved. A gain of one TU in the toll plant is

generally worth more, for example, than one in the local plant, since

it ccsts more to provide. In transmission maintenance work the

cost of making transmission tests and clearing trouble is balanced

against the value of the transmission gained for the purpose of estab-

lishing economical transmission limits to work to.

Specific Examples of Common Troubles Found and Their Effect on

Transmission. Certain kinds of troubles which are detected by

transmission measuring sets do not cause excess losses which can be

quantitatively measured. Such troubles are, however, readily de-

tected by "ear balance" transmission measuring sets in that they

cause noise or scratches and by the "meter balance" sets from fluctu-

ations of the needle of the indicating meter. The most common

trouble of this kind is due to cutouts or opens which may be caused

by dirty connections, loose connections, improper key and relay

adjustments, etc. While not causing a quantitative value of excess

loss, this class of trouble is very detrimental to transmission and

more serious in many instances than fixed excess losses. Indeter-

minate troubles of this nature are given an arbitrary excess loss value

based on experience.

Considering troubles which give definite losses, the most common

kinds are caused by electrical defects in equipment, incorrect wiring

of equipment in circuits and wrong types of equipment. The other

classes of troubles, such as crosses, high resistances, and low insula-

tion, also generally give measurable excess losses but these are not

as common in the plant, since troubles of this nature are more likely

to affect the signaling and operation of the circuits and are, therefore,
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eliminated by the regular maintenance work. Missing equipment
will in certain cases cause a gain in transmission but affects the circuits

adversely in other ways.

Typical examples of common troubles, with the excess losses which
they cause, are given in the following table:

Type of Circuit

and Equipment

Repeating coils in

cords, incoming
trunk circuits, select-

ors, toll connectors

Supervisory relays in
"A" cord circuits

Bridged retardation
coils or relays in toll

cord circuits, com-
posite sets, connect-
ors and step-by-step
repeaters

Repeating coils on
loaded toll switching
trunks

Induction coils in op-
erators' telephone sets

Cause of

Trouble

Electrical defects
(Generally short cir-

cuited turns)

Incorrect wiring (Gen-
erally reversed wind-

.
ings)

Electrical defects

(Open non-inductive
winding)

Electrical defects (Gen-
erally short circuited

turns)

Wrong type of equip-
in ent, incorrect wir-

ing

Electrical defects,

correct wiring
In-

Approximate Excess
Transmission Loss7

1.5 to 5.0 TU

2.0 to 13.0 TU

About 2.5 TU

1.0 to 5.0 TU

1.0 to 4.0 TU

1.0 to 13.0 TU

There are, of course, many other specific types of troubles detected

by transmission tests which give definite quantitative losses but the

above will serve to illustrate the value of this testing work in eliminat-

ing excess losses in a telephone plant.

Maintenance Features Peculiar to Telephone Repeaters and Carrier

Systems. The same classification of troubles discussed above applies

to repeaters and carrier systems. Amplifier equipment, however,

employs certain features which are not common to the more simple

telephone circuits and some of the troubles which may occur if the

proper maintenance procedures are not followed will seriously affect

service. It is for this reason that repeater and carrier installations are

provided with special testing equipment which is always available

for use either in routine maintenance or in locating and clearing

any troubles which may occur in service. Automatic regulating

devices are also provided wherever this is practicable in order to

reduce to a minimum the amount of manual regulation and
maintenance.

7 W. H. Martin, "The Transmission Unit," Journal oj the A. I. E. £., June, 1924;
B. S. T. J., Vol. Ill, p. 400, 1924; C. VV. Smith, "Practical Application of Trans-
mission Unit," B. S. T. J., Vol. Ill, p. 409, 1924.
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The important elements in both repeaters and carriers which may

directly affect transmission or cause service troubles in other ways

are as follows

:

Filament Batteries Potentiometers

Plate Batteries Filters

Grid Batteries Transmission Equalizers

Vacuum Tubes Signaling Equipment
Balancing Equipment Patching Arrangements

The tests outlined in the main body of the paper aim to insure

that the above essential parts of repeater and carrier circuits are

functioning properly and that the equipment as a whole is giving

the desired results in overall transmission efficiency.

Conclusion

The above discussion of testing methods and the results accom-

plished indicate how a comprehensive and economical transmission

maintenance program can be applied to a telephone plant to check

the volume efficiency of the circuits against the established standards.

Consideration is continually being given to new testing methods and

their applications in order that further improvements in service may
be effected and increased economies in testing taken advantage of.

APPENDIX A

Principles of Testing Methods Closely Associated with

Transmission Efficiency Tests

Tests of volume efficiency often need to be supplemented by other

methods of testing in transmission maintenance work. Transmission

efficiency both as regards volume and quality may be seriously affected

by noise or crosstalk, and tests for any conditions of this kind are

therefore important in maintenance work.. Furthermore when

efficiency tests show excess losses or unsatisfactory circuit conditions

other testing methods prove very valuable in locating the cause.

To illustrate this phase of transmission maintenance the principles

of some of the more important testing methods are briefly described

below. Two of the tests employ a method very similar to loop trans-

mission testing while others employ the well known "null" method.

A special method employing three winding transformers and ampli-

fiers widely used to determine impedance balance conditions between

lines and networks is also described. Several methods which involve

simply current and voltage measurements have been mentioned in
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this paper but these are generally well known and therefore require

no detailed description.

1. Measurements of Crosstalk

In the circuit shown in Fig. 11, if a-c. power is supplied to a circuit

known as the "disturbing" circuit and unbalances exist between this

circuit and a second known as the "disturbed" circuit, power will be

transferred from one circuit to the other causing crosstalk in the

second. A definite power transmission loss therefore takes place

between the two circuits which can be measured by a loop trans-

mission test similar to the efficiency tests described in the main body
of the paper. An adjustable shunt called a "crosstalk meter" cali-

Gross Talk Meter

Measurements of Cross Talk.

Fig.
r

l 1—Diagram Showing Principles of Crosstalk Measurements

brated in either TU or in crosstalk units is substituted for the two

circuits. With the same power supplied alternately to both the

"disturbing" circuit and the meter and with the sending and receiving

end impedance conditions as shown, the meter shunt is adjusted

until, in the opinion of the observer, the annoyance produced by the

tone in the receiver is judged to be equal for the two conditions.

The reading of the shunt if there was no distortion of the line cross-

talk currents would then give the volume of crosstalk which could

be expressed in TU as 10 logio Pr/Ps similar to loop transmission

testing. However, this relation only holds approximately in practise

since the line crosstalk measured is produced by various currents

having different phase relations and a certain amount of distortion

therefore occurs. The commercial form of crosstalk set now used is

equipped to give the approximate impedance relations required and

also provides a feature for eliminating the effect of line noise except

in the case of one type of measurement which is made on long cable

circuits. For practical reasons the results are generally expressed in

crosstalk units rather than TU.
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2. Measurements of Noise

The common method of measuring noise in a telephone circuit is

shown in the diagram of Fig. 12. In this test an artificial noise

current produced by a generator of constant power Ps called a "noise

standard" is substituted for the line noise current. If the two noise

currents were exactly alike as regards wave shape and the relative

magnitude of the frequencies involved they would produce the same

tone in the receiver and their volumes could be made equal by ad-

justment of the noise shunt. The power ratio, Pr/Ps, as indicated

Receiver JQ) Zr«—

F

Circuit under Test

Measurements of Noise

Fig. 12—Diagram Showing Principles of Noise Measurements

by the shunt, would then give a measure of the line noise in terms

of the noise standard. This condition, however, is not met with in

practise due to differences in wave shape of the two noise currents.

For this reason noise measurements are made by adjusting the noise

shunt until the interfering effects of the noise on the line and from

the shunt are judged to be the same for which condition the power

supplied to the receiving network by the noise standard is not neces-

sarily the same as that supplied by the line. The receiving end

impedances however, are kept as nearly alike as practicable to pre-

vent reflection losses.

3. Measurements of Line-Network Balance (21-Circuit

Balance Test)

The testing arrangement of Fig. 13 shows the principle of the 21-

circuit balance test referred to in the main body of the paper in

connection with telephone repeater and carrier maintenance. In

this test the gain of an amplifier calibrated in TU is used to com-

pensate for the loss through a three winding transformer or output

coil of a telephone repeater. If the impedances of the balancing

network and line were exactly alike at all frequencies, i.e., Z„=Zl,

and no other unbalances existed in the circuit none of the power

supplied by the amplifier to the input of the three-winding trans-
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former would be transferred to the output, i.e., the power ratio Ps,'Pr

would be infinity. However, this ideal condition cannot be produced

in practise so that there is always a finite power loss between the

input and output of the transformer which can be measured approxi-

mately by the gain of an amplifier calibrated in TU. An internal

Circuit, under Test

Measurements of Impedance Balance Between Lines and Networks

(21- Circuit Tests on Telephone Repeaters and Carrier)

Fig. 13—Diagram Showing Principles of 21 Circuit Balance Tests

path for currents which may produce "singing" or a sustained tone is

established if the gain of the amplifier Pr/Ps is greater than the loss

Ps/Pr through the three-winding transformer. As unbalances between

network and line become greater the loss through the three-winding

transformer becomes less thereby requiring less gain in the amplifier

to produce a "singing" condition. It should be noted in this con-

nection that to produce the condition described above exactly, the

current received around the "singing" path must be in phase with

the starting current. In practise this condition obtains sufficiently

accurately so that the gain of the amplifier required to produce

"singing" gives an approximate measure of the impedance balance

between line and network.

4. Measurements of Resistance, Reactance and Impedance

Diagram (a) of Fig. 14 shows the wheatstone bridge circuit for d-c.

resistance measurements. It is unnecessary to describe the well

known principles of this bridge but mention is made of it here in view

of its importance and use in telephone maintenance work. It supplies

an indispensable method of measurement for certain trouble locations,

such as crosses and grounds and embodies the fundamental principles

of all null tests.

Diagram (b) of Fig. 14 gives a bridge circuit for measuring imped-

ance, the particular arrangement shown being for measurements of

impedances having inductive reactance. The bridge measurements
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express impedance in terms of its resistance component and equivalent

inductance or capacity. In measuring an impedance having inductive

reactance at any frequency, /, for example, a balance gives R=RX

and L=LX . At the frequency /, the effective resistance is given

directly by the value of R and the reactance by the relation, 2 rfL.

(a) Direct Current Resistance fb) Impedance having Inductive Reactance

Null Method of Measuring Resistance, Reactance and Impedance.

Fig. 14—Diagrams Showing Principles of Null Methods for Measuring Resistance,

Reactance and Impedance

The impedance is the vectorial sum of these two or V R-+ (2 irfL)-.

In maintenance work involving impedance measurements as will be

noted in the next testing method described, the effective resistance

component and the equivalent inductance are generally used directly

without combining.

5. Measurements of Line Impedance and Location of Impedance

Irregularities

Fig. 15 shows a telephone circuit connected to a bridge and termi-

nated at its distant end in characteristic impedance. If the circuit

has approximately uniform impedance throughout its length the

resistance and equivalent inductance curves of this impedance within

a range of frequencies will be fairly smooth as indicated by A and C

of the figure. The curves are not perfectly smooth since it is not

practicable to construct the line for perfect impedance uniformity.

If at some point in the circuit an irregularity is present such as an

omitted loading coil, an inserted length of line of different construc-

tion, etc., which changes the impedance, this will produce a periodic

change in the resistance and inductance curves A and C such as

shown by Curve B. Curve C will be changed in the same way as

Curve A but for simplification this is not shown on the diagram.

The change in impedance in the circuit reflects some of the current

sent out back to the sending end where it adds to or subtracts from
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the sending current depending on the phase relations of the two cur-

rents at any particular frequency. Since impedance equals E/I its

value changes as the value of / changes. This is made use of in line

impedance measuring work to give a location of impedance irregu-

larities which may exist somewhere in the line.

Null Method of Measu

I00G 1200

Frequency of Measuring Current

ng Line Impedance and Locating lm[ dance Irregularities

Fig. 15—Diagram and Impedance Curves Showing Principles of Line Impedance
Measurements by Null Method and Location of Impedance Irregularities

Referring to Fig. 15, let d equal the distance in miles to an im-
pedance irregularity and /, one frequency at which the resistance

component of the impedance is a maximum. The next maximum
point will occur at a frequency /2 such that as the frequency has
been increased, one complete wave length is added in the distance
traveled by the reflected current. Maximum points at f3 , f4 , etc.,

occur in the same way as the frequency is increased. Considering
the two values /i and f2 let

V = velocity of current in miles per second

W\ =wave length at frequency f\

W2 = wave length at frequency

/

2

N = number of wave lengths in distance traveled

by reflected current or 2 d.
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At frequency /i then,

-I
and at/2, ™-*.
also at/i, Wi=K//i

and at/2, W,-V/f,

Substituting above

N=
,2

f and

*+1=^

Subtracting, 1=^-M.. or

,- 1'

2(/2-/0

which is the distance in miles from the sending end of the circuit to

the point of impedance irregularity. The velocity of propogation

V is not exactly constant within the entire frequency range but does

not vary sufficiently to materially effect the accuracy of impedance

trouble locations by this method.


